
 

 FRIENDS FUR- EVER
Project Kit description
The aim of the project is to learn about dogs as friends of people in a funny and interesting
way keeping in mind Howard Gardner’s Theory of Multiply Intelligence. 

Engagement in this eTwinning project provides opportunities for cultural understanding,
citizenship, language development, art and craft, technology and social education all within
the context of international education. It also has a great impact on social education. The
exchange of materials and pupil created content are central to this project, which provided
opportunities to develop many aspects of the soft skills in the curriculum including social skills,
self confidence, team working and independent learning. 

The children learn that various breeds of dog have distinct characteristics that might make one
breed better suited for a particular family than another breed. They discuss the roles that dogs
play in peoples’ lives. The pupils learn how to look after dogs. The project gives them an
overview of the responsibilities that go along with dog ownership. The pupils also learn about
dogs as extraordinary working animals and understand each individual’s responsibility to treat
animals in a human way. They meet a vet and a policeman with a dog on service.. They learn
songs and rhymes connecting to the topic. They read a story and a poem in their mother
tongue and in English about dogs. They watch dogs as cartoon characters; for example Walt
Disney’s Pluto or Polish cartoons about Reksio the dog, then they can create new adventures
of that character.

Objectives
In this project the pupils will:

• Discover the relationship between human and their pets
• Learn about dogs as mammals
• Develop their various intelligences by working on a specific topic in specific ways: 
o Learning new English words-parts of the body of a dog
o Researching dogs as mammals and the characteristic of different breeds
o Writing stories in their mother tongues about dogs
o Learning songs and rhymes connecting to the topic
o Playing drama, establish rules how to be safe with unknown dogs,
o Organising to help to dogs in Centre for Animal Care
o Gaining knowledge about history of dogs as domestic animals 
o make connections between different disciplines and subjects to learn something specific

Process
Together with your project partners discuss what aspect of the topic you will each concentrate
on and agree on how you will organize your work in the TwinSpace.

Here is a list of possible activities to introduce and consolidate the project

Step 1: The pupils who have got a dog take pictures and write stories about their pets. Then
create the album of all pictures and upload to the TwinSpace

Step 2. Set a task for the pupils to do research about dogs as extraordinary working animals 

Step 3. Get them to work on rules that people should obey when they own a dog. 

Step 4 Invite a vet and policeman who handles a police dog to the classroom or bring the class
on a field trip. Guide dog trainers or a person with a guide dog could also be a possible invitee.

Step 5. Search together for songs stories, poems and rhymes connecting to the topic in both
the mother tongue of the pupils and in English. 

Every project needs and outcome. Suggested outcomes in this project include the pupils
creating a scrapbook/e-book for publishing their work and a calendar made of drawings from
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children of partner schools. The pupils could also take part in events such as how to clean up
after your dog and name your dog. 

During Mathematics lessons they could play origami and tangram to develop their logical skills. 

The pupils could also meet through videoconferences, where they could present rhymes, and
songs, say hello to friends, and send them pictures and drawings. 

Activities carried out with the children and results could be uploaded to the TwinSpace in the
form of a Blog or a Wiki. The children could also work together on Valentine's e-cards, which
they prepare using shapes of a dog, the possibilities are endless.

Evaluation
Some suggested evaluation approaches
• Ask pupils for their feedback about each project activity
• Talk regularly to pupils, teachers and parents who are taking part in the project. Always be
open to hearing what they have to say. Keep notes or record their opinions.
• Collect stories about what it was like to take part in the project or about something good that
happened as a result of the project. Record them in writing or use a video recorder.
• Evaluate the final products as a team with you project partners.
• Reflect with your project partners what went well in the project and what lessons you
learned. Also reflect on how you might improve some aspects of the work in future projects.

Follow-up
The project is appropriate for the children because it is related to everyday life. It can be
implemented in every school, every class. The project provides opportunities for expansion of
the issues developed in the classroom. It is a living project; teachers can upgrade it by the
suggestions of pupils, parents. Other animals can be focused on instead of dogs, but it is
important that some pupils own the animal chosen.
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